Unfortunately, given the current state and federal mandates that are currently in place due to COVID-19, many IEEE Region 2 events scheduled for late 1Q and into 2Q 2020 needed to be cancelled or postponed or held via virtual methods instead. Full IEEE Announcement is here. Please check your vTools event listings for the latest information.

Sections Congress 2020

There is still time to get your SC 2020 recommendations in for consideration to Felicia Harlow at fharlow@ieee.org. Due Date 31 March 2020!

The IEEE Industry Engagement Committee has organized a global competition for IEEE Sections to showcase their existing industry engagement activities/initiatives. Deadline for Submissions is 30 April 2020. Full program information can be found here.
IEEE R1 & R2 Leaders Enriching the Lives of Students Globally

Recognizing Dr. Chang Liu & Lisa Liu, Mr. Charles Rubenstein, and Dr. Charles Cerny for their Service

Please join me in recognizing our very innovative and dedicated leaders within Region 1 and Region 2, whom are holding weekend sessions with youth in China during the COVID-19 isolation period, February and March 2020. An exemplar session image is below, with a well deserved THANK YOU card above! Interested in serving US youth with the same model? Reach out to Dr. Liu at liu.chang@gmail.com

Tools You Can Use

Region 2 held an All Area training on 07 MARCH 2020. Don’t worry --- if you missed it, you can listen to the recording here, *with full recognition and appreciation of the SOUTH AREA whom provided the core slide deck!